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Wings for a Smart Future
About NGI

Nagarjuna Education Society (NES) was established in 1995 under the able Guidance of Sri J.V. Rangaraju, NCC, Director, leading industrialist and philanthropist. His commitment towards contribution to nation building is being achieved by imparting world-class education at all levels, viz. from primary to post-graduate. Nagarjuna Group of Institutions (NGI) include Nagarjuna Vidyaniketan, Nagarjuna Pre-University College, Nagjarjuna college of Commerce & Management and Nagarjuna College of Engineering & Technology. From the promoters of NCC presenting the epitome of education NGI.
As our boundaries start to disappear with each dawn, your wings grow wider. No more a fledgling
Ideas often occur to us, they’re seldom born. Our mundane life somehow manages to surprise us with many groundbreaking notions from time to time. However, as much as we pursue them, they manage to evade us because an ideal environment or a catalyst is needed for great ideas to bloom and put into practice. We are the catalyst.

We encourage the student’s professional pursuits, and also the all-round development of their personality. Institutions these days have evolved over time to meet the demands of the new world. Accordingly students at Nagarjuna College of Engineering & Technology don’t just receive education, but also life skills, which play a very crucial role in determining their social behaviour and standing in the society.
Nagarjuna College of Engineering & Technology has been a forerunner in recognising the needs of the industry and integrating knowledge with professional inputs. Our college is one of the eminent Higher Education Institutions today, and it is renowned through standards of its facilities, students and alumni. By maintaining a team of core faculty members, who are the frontiers of knowledge, we ensure a futuristic approach that keep pace with the changing trends and professional requirements with its global perspective.

Our primary commitment is to find the true potential of our students and equip them for the future, by providing them with the necessary skills, knowledge, and values. We achieve this goal through our unrelenting efforts to enhance Quality in Education, Research, and Diversity in our campus.

I consider it a great opportunity, privilege, and an honour to lead such a progressive educational establishment.

I am positive that the pages that follow will help you to take the right path. We look forward to welcome you to Nagarjuna College of Engineering & Technology, to help you to shape your future, to turn your dreams into reality and to face the challenges ahead.
Vision

“Leadership and Excellence in Education”

Just as how greatness cannot be achieved without extraordinary deeds, our journey so far has been a tremendous success. We have a lot to thank the obstacles that plagued us, as they only served as inspiration to lead us forward. We continuously reset our benchmark in professional education through constant innovation and strive towards sustainable technological excellence.

Mission

“To fulfil the vision by imparting total quality education replete with the philosophy of blending human values and academic professionalism”

- To see ourselves as a global institution, where students obtain professional education, which is relevant in all spheres and in-tune with the advancements and requirements of today’s world.
- To foster an environment for the holistic growth of a student, and not just for academic or professional needs.
- To rise above the ranks of the topmost educational institutions by advancements in learning methods and ICTs (Information and Communication Technologies).
- To develop an environment that motivates academic research and constantly upgrade infrastructure to stimulate innovation in all areas of study.
- To go beyond the confines of the institution in reaching out to Alumni, industry leaders, technology giants and government organisations and build lasting mutually benefiting relationships.
Nagarjuna College of Engineering and Technology is a flagship institution under Nagarjuna Group of Institutions (NGI). It is one of the largest technological campus located in Bangalore with a world class academic facilities and infrastructure facilities. The institution is an Autonomous body under Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU), and approved by AICTE.

The institution is home to some of the best academicians in technical education who have come from institutions like IITs, IISC & NIITs. The institute has one of the most efficient industrial tie-ups with industry specialized curriculum which makes it an excellent academic programm for the development of student community.

**Academic Curriculum**

**Basic**
Choice based credit systems | Flexible course curriculum | Virtual lab | Technical talk by experts/scientist | Basic communication skills | Technical paper presentation | Scholarship | Education loans | Sports club | Cultural club | Placement assistance | World class campus | E-library | E-journals | Industrial visit to MNC | Membership in different engineering bodies | Project presentations

**Advanced**
Basic curriculum | Internship programs by industries | Certificate courses | Basic Management courses | Financial courses | Foreign language

**International**
Basic curriculum | Advanced curriculum | International education tour | Sponsored project | Work | on live project | Incubation center
### Courses Offered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering- B.Tech</th>
<th>Engineering- M.Tech</th>
<th>Research Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronics &amp; Communication Engineering</td>
<td>VLSI Design</td>
<td>Electronics &amp; Communication Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science &amp; Engineering</td>
<td>Machine Design</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Science &amp; Engineering</td>
<td>Structural Engineering</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Construction Technology</td>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate (State &amp; CBSE)</th>
<th>Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCMB</td>
<td>B.Com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCMC</td>
<td>BBM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCME</td>
<td>MBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBEA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBAC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the time of its inception in 2001, NCET has come a long way in terms of education standards, infrastructure, size and strength. With more than one decade of experience, we stand out among many institutions for our innovative ways and hedonistic methods of learning. Counted among a handful of the best institutions in the country, it is an honour to have reached such heights in such a short span of time.

Situated in Bengaluru, the IT hub of the country, it is an ideal location for students across the country and abroad to learn from where all the action is. With most of the Fortune 500 companies located in the city, the students get to study in an environment that is both dynamic and challenging. As for placements, our students are placed in many prestigious companies, both National and Multi national.

We feel that this dynamism is very inherent to our students, as the need to “innovate and succeed” comes naturally to them. Hence, becoming leaders in their own right and setting an example for many others to follow. The doctrine – “Learn one, do one, teach one,” personifies our beliefs in the truest sense.
Over the years, NCET has been attracting a large number of companies across the country for recruiting our students. With the placement list only growing each year, it becomes increasingly apparent that our students are a cut above the rest. In accordance with the growing demand for our students, NCET has collaborated with some of the top techno giants in the country to provide a platform for the students to have access to practical based learning relevant to current industrial practices. Extensive internship programs and research based projects form a vital part of the curriculum to get an insight into the corporate world, whilst gaining an edge even before they become seasoned professionals.

List Of Companies that have recruited from our campus

- NCC
- Mphasis
- Infosys
- HP
- Accenture
- Cognizant
- Sasken
- IBM
- Tata Consultancy Services
- Microsoft
- Tech Mahindra
- Quintiles
- Textron
- Moog
- Syntel
- Quinnox
- NTT Data
- Amazon
- DCM Shriram
- iGATE
- NetCracker
- Coca-Cola
- Tech Mahindra
- Accurant
- Bosch
- EMC
- Sapient
- Larsen & Toubro
- HCL
- Siemens
- Honeywell
- EA Sports
- Fenesta
- Ex!Lant
- Subex
- Oracle
- Indiamart.com
- Nagravision
- Cordys
- SAP
The college is situated in a lush green sprawling 100 acre campus near Bengaluru International Airport. Encompassed by natural greenery and hills overlooking the campus, it makes for an ideal environment for students to study, play and think.
Large playgrounds, gardens and wide open spaces dominate the campus’ map. Students make great use of these facilities as it lends a calming touch to their otherwise hectic life. The facilities and the infrastructure are built to globally approved standards.

Keeping in mind the increasing number of students pouring in, we are quick to utilize the large area of the campus to build new structures in the vicinity. A new canteen block, new hostels or just a recreational hall, we keep everyone’s needs in mind.
The warm and amicable ambience in the campus permeates through everything, making sure everybody feels at home. Also, our wonderfully cosmopolitan setting ensures minimum hostility and a great medium for cultural awareness.
With students coming from different parts of the country and abroad, it has become imperative for us to specially groom them. Cultural differences should not make any difference in determining their successes or failures, but instead help them in their endeavours to become able human beings.

Students from NCET are renowned for being refined and polished individuals and we strive to keep it that way. Irrespective of their varied backgrounds, students are taught to respect all cultures and beliefs, exactly the culture Bengaluru is known for.

We conduct regular joint exercises with other global centres of excellence and impart knowledge regarding technology, research and other resources. Such exercises benefit students by giving them first-hand knowledge about other technology centres.

Our emphasis is not just on placements, but more importantly on creating entrepreneurs out of our students. Starting their own businesses and inspiring others in their way, is not only a matter of great pride but also beneficial to the country.

We are constantly striving for academic excellence in all spheres. Our attempts in-turn is being complemented by the renewed efforts made by the students to achieve better results. Over the years, our success rate has only increased and it continues to do so each year.

The college offers B.E, M.Tech & MBA courses. In addition six departments have been recognised as research centres where the students can enrol to pursue M.Sc Engg. (By research) and Ph.D programmes.
In the land of Information Technology, there simply is no excuse for not being up to date with technology. So NCET always ensures that it is a step ahead of its peers in this regard. India has emerged as the premier destination for IT over the turn of the century and needless to say Bengaluru has been one of the biggest benefactors.

In order to further capitalize on this factor, we are continuously strengthening our base and lay great emphasis on creating the finest computer facilities. We want our knowledge centre to be an ideal location for innovation and creativity for our students and staff alike.

Facilities

- 700 high-end computers
- Local Area Networking and Wi-Fi
- 12 Mbps Internet Connectivity
- Latest and Original Software
- Web Lab and Network Lab
- Computer Graphics Lab
- Database and Data Structure Lab
Industries cannot do without mechanical engineering and with rapid development the demand for Mechanical Engineers has greatly increased globally. As a developing country on the brink of modernization, we take it upon ourselves to pioneer technology that will help us leapfrog into the future and set unprecedented standards.

The faculty members are highly qualified and experienced. They organise and attend technical workshops and seminars, besides presenting papers at national and international conferences. Constant up-gradation of the facilities is meticulously followed in the department of Mechanical Engineering.

**Facilities**

- Material Testing Lab
- Foundry and Forging Lab
- Metrology and Measurements Lab
- Machine Shop
- CAD/CAM Lab
- Energy Conversion Lab
- Fluid Machinery Lab
- Heat and Mass Transfer Lab
- Design Lab
- R & D Centre
- Student Chapters – ISHRAE / Institution of Engineers / ISTE
- Project Lab
- Robotics Club
The department has well equipped laboratories and best infrastructural facilities with cutting edge technology. There is constant innovation in progress in the department. With highly qualified, dedicated and experienced faculty, students get to learn from the very best.

**Facilities**

- Digital and Analog Electronics Lab
- Microprocessor Lab
- Power Electronics Lab
- Communication Lab
- Advanced Microprocessor Lab
- VHDL Lab
- CCN and DSP Lab
- Microcontroller and VLSI Lab
- Robotics club
- Computer Lab
It is the most dynamic department in the campus and is home to the brightest minds. Innovation takes place here at breakneck speeds. The aim of providing technical excellence and core competence for the new generation in the field of Information Technology has been executed well in this department.

The B. E. degree course in IS&E is almost identical to the B.E degree course in CS&E. The placement opportunities for Information Science and Engineering students are at par with Computer Science and Engineering students.

With information technology setting new standards every quarter, technology in this sphere is rapidly changing to make place for something new. The expiry date for the latest technology comes even before we make any headway with it, so it becomes very important for us to keep ourselves well ahead of any developments in the IT world. However, with our facilities at hand, we always manage to keep ahead of our peers.

Data Science and Engineering

**Facilities**

- Algorithms Lab
- System Software Lab
- High speed Internet Connectivity
- Electronics CKT Lab
- Training Software
- Web Programming Lab
- File Structures Lab
- DBMS Lab
- Java & J2EE Lab
- Networking Lab
Civil engineers form the backbone of the country and are responsible for development in many spheres. For a developing country like India, we direly need talented civil engineers, who are committed to their goals and serve the country.

They are greatly responsible for the rapid development that occurred in the past decade. Be it bridges, dams, highways or other structures, they have gone full throttle in catapulting the country from obscurity to an imposing economy with great infrastructure. Without proper infrastructure, modern technology is a waste and they definitely deserve credit for putting the country on the map.

The Civil Engineering department is constantly striving to train and motivate the students. Our CE department has an excellent faculty that provides research guidance, professional consultancy and manpower training through partnership with the infrastructure industry. Besides imparting knowledge through superior teaching and instruction, they are involved in applied research and enjoy tie ups with various R&D projects and consultancy services.
Facilities

- Material Testing Lab
- Surveying Practice Lab
- Applied Engineering Lab
- Hydraulics and Hydraulic Machinery Lab
- CAD Lab
- Geo-technical Lab
- Environment Engineering Lab
- Concrete and Highway Lab
Development can only be attained when the resources are tactfully and optimally managed. Be it human resources or finance, in big corporations and MNCs, management of resources becomes increasingly important, as the resources are huge and repercussions to match.

Highly skilled management teams are needed in managing these resources correctly and ensure more productivity. With the country edging fast towards modernization, it is soon changing its garb of a labour intensive economy to a service economy, where IT has become our badge of honour.

Our two year MBA program helps graduates from science, arts, commerce and engineering to strengthen their managerial skills. The curriculum is designed to reflect current market conditions and any trends that can help businesses increase their output and market themselves effectively.

With guest lectures from business gurus and marketing professionals from time to time, students get direct, market-relevant practical intelligence on current trends and happenings. Brand building, marketing strategies and market dynamics are a constantly changing game and we always ensure we stay in the loop through partnerships with the business world.
The entire campus is Wi-Fi enabled through hotspots where students regularly congregate and relax. As we mentioned earlier, the campus is a biodiversity paradise with its large area, greenery and untouched beauty, and we prefer to keep it that way. However, students can use the campus’ large premises to study, relax or just play wherever they chose to. So we have taken special measures to ensure connectivity is not an issue. We hope that the greenery around us provide an ideal environment to motivate and keep the stress levels at a minimum.
The campus’ infrastructure perhaps is one of the biggest factors in helping us expand our horizons endlessly. The vast space gives us unhindered capacity to think and plan conquests normally not viable for others. We give great attention to infrastructural needs of our college, as they may hamper the progress and have an unfavourable impact on students and staff alike.

Be it classroom projectors, state-of-the-art labs and structures, we try to ensure there is no dearth of resources for students to learn and excel. Co-curricular activities are encouraged, and the cosmopolitan nature of the college brings different cultures together.
The vast seemingly limitless spaces in the college motivate creativity that knows no boundaries. Needless to say, music forms an important aspect of the college’s identity among many other creative pursuits the students indulge in.
With the aim of keeping in-vogue with the emerging trends in the market, NCET conducts regular training programs with the help of industry leaders from time to time. NCET has signed MOU with various renowned companies in all areas, especially Electronics, Mechanical, Civil and Software. These tie-ups help students by acting as an interface between the institution and the industry. The insights it provides help the students to understand current trends and understand processes practically.
The integrated Media Centre also houses a massive library. With an area of 2,00,000 sq. ft and over a lakh books, it is one of the largest libraries of its kind. The library consists of reference books, 300 national and international journals, industry reports, case studies, course books, periodicals and other newsletters from organizations in and outside the country. Besides reference material, students also have access to different kinds of books for leisure reading, like Fiction, non-fiction, biographies and graphic novels.

Subscribed to hundreds of journals for reference purposes, the library also has AICTE – INDEST Consortium membership among others to help students in their research and projects. The transactions at the library are fully computerised and automated in order to keep track of such extensive material.
The college has auditorium and seminar halls equipped with the best sound systems and acoustically designed for clear and effective communication and of course for entertainment. Students make use of these facilities from time to time, not only in case of events but also to hone their oratory skills and master the art of public speaking. Public figures are also invited on a regular basis to deliver guest lectures and motivate students.

- Highly experienced faculties with Ph.D’s and M.Tech
- Industry Experienced Faculties Counseling from experts
- Specialized faculties & counselors for weak students

**Infrastructure**

- 100 acres campus with WI-FI connection
- Exclusive Blocks for each Branch with exclusive Library
- Computer lab, Technichal lab, Seminar Hall
- Smart class rooms
- 10 acres of Sports place
- Separate Gymnasium for Boys and Girls
- ATM Banks
- 24/7 hot water facility
- Huge Cafeteria
- Cafe coffee day
- Furnished guest house for parents with prior intimation

**MOU’S**

![EMC²](image)
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Apart from academics, there are many informal clubs in the college that are actively involved in various activities both inside and outside the campus. Be it afforestation, dance, music, or even a social cause, we motivate them to further their cause by whatever means possible.

Music clearly is a major interest among students at NCET, which is natural, given that it is located in Bengaluru, the heartland of rock music. Students actively participate in music related programs during cultural fests, inter-collegiate fests and other programs in the college. Besides music, there are language clubs, science clubs, Robotics Clubs, etc.

Students travel from time to time to other colleges or events in the country to perform and showcase their talents in all spheres, such as music, literary fests, national seminars etc. We provide full support to students participating in such activities by going the extra mile as a sign of our guardianship.
NCET is home to many boarding students and also day-scholars, that commute to college in the bus. So students living on the campus have access to the sports facilities and they make full use of them.

The campus has exclusively demarcated an area of 10 acres for outdoor activities and sports. A large Football ground, a Cricket pitch, Basketball and Tennis courts are located in that area. This area is also situated not too far away from the students’ hostels to make sure that they have easier access to these facilities.

The college also has an indoor sports complex which houses a large gymnasium, and other indoor sports facilities such as Table Tennis and Badminton. The gymnasium is upgraded to motivate students to keep fit and healthy. Also, the vast green environs of the campus make for excellent running tracks for students interested in athletics and general fitness.
We don’t stay, we live

The boys and girls hostels are located at a distance deemed appropriate from one another to maintain internal harmony and morals. The hostels are built to international standards with ample room for each student along with space for luggage and personal belongings. NRIs and foreign students stay in separate hostels where the infrastructure and amenities are built to their liking.

Each hostel has a common area to lounge and relax, along with a recreation room equipped with a large television. The rooms in the hostels are allocated on a sharing basis to the students depending on the size of the room. Each room is well ventilated and spacious, along with lockers and study tables.
The college has a large complex which houses the centrally located canteen for easier access to students during their meal times. Hostel students can choose to eat the regular food provided by the college, or eat at the cafeteria upstairs, where one can dig into North Indian, Chinese, and South Indian or simply grab a snack at the snack bar.

The cafeteria is built to modern standards and extremely spacious, keeping in mind the large number of students it would have to accommodate at a given point of time. The maintenance staff makes sure the food court is clean at all times and reflects a warm, comforting and clean ambience.
The campus has a health clinic managed by qualified medical professionals. They take care of any health issues that crop up in the campus and conduct health check-ups. However, on the advent of a serious health condition or a disease, the student will be transported to a multi-speciality hospital and the parents of the student shall be informed.

There is a doctor in the house
Located at an acceptable distance from the bustle of the city, NCET provides bus transport to its students living off the campus. The bus provides pick and drop facility at specified times and adheres to strict road safety norms. The college buses are also used during field trips and other minor excursions. The transport desk updates any changes in the schedule from time to time by coordinating with the students.

Finally, the transport desk at the college also assists students in booking bus, train and flight tickets. While, the facility is open to students and faculty, the Travel concierge has proven to be very useful in helping outstation students in matters of ticketing and travel.
Nagarjuna Group of Institutes (NGI) will provide Placements not only for our students but to the colleges surrounding by acting as a host and inviting students from the neighbouring colleges. To make our student industry ready will train our students in all the aspects like...

**Placement Training Intervention**

Dress code for boys and girls I Resume writing skills I Group discussion I Domain knowledge I Presentation skills I Body language I Interview skills I Time Management I Attitude & Aptitude I Problem Solving skills I Language training I Pre placement talks I Negotiation skills I Technical skills

I have spent 4 glorious years in NCET campus. It has great Infra-structure & we have students from all over India now i am working with NCC Groups. - **Kishan K Project Manager, NCC**

I feel very delighted to thank you for having given the opportunities to attend campus placements in NCET and today I am working in Cedegim - **Shibu Sukumaran HR, Cedegim**

It was indeed an immense pleasure interacting with the students today, the interactions was lively & informative for both the students and us. - **Eugene Ross Team Collabera IBM Partners**

NCET provides an excellent academic training blended with co-curricular & extra curricular activities. I got very good knowledge & guidance because of which I am in a reputed company. - **Pretham Sr. Software Engineer Shutterfly (inc), USA**
We strongly believe in a system of merit. The admission of the students is in accordance to the CET and Comed-K Entrance test. Foreign students and students under the management quota are enrolled as per the norms set by the Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU).

Candidates seeking admission are advised to carefully read and understand the conditions governing the admissions. The full document is available for download at nagarjunaeducation.com.
All applying candidates must have completed and passed 10+2 or an equivalent examination with a minimum of 45% aggregate marks in Physics and Mathematics as compulsory subjects and any one of the optional subjects from Chemistry, Biology, Bio-Technology, Computer Science and Electronics. (For latest eligibility requirements visit www.vtu.ac.in)
Management quota students are admitted on merit basis.
In today’s fast changing world, not just students, but even academicians like us stand a chance to learn, understand and adapt. The past decade has been one of the most progressive transitional phases of the century. We believe that never has innovation taken place on such a massive scale in all quarters, and we as an institution have to keep a step ahead.

We look at positive growth as a natural phenomenon, which takes place in an institution such as ours. We are responsible for not just careers, but also the professional life of our students. To students who graduate from NCET, the passion to learn and excel means much more than jobs and numbers. Ultimately, the aim is to turn them into good human beings and seasoned professionals ready for an exciting journey called life.

It’s just the beginning
Raghavendra School of Business (NSB) is committed to developing socially responsible business leaders and providing maximum value addition to its students and society at large. NSB is committed to providing high-quality career-oriented and corporate-relevant management education so that the passing-out students are properly equipped with all the necessary knowledge, skills, and attitude for a corporate job and to be an entrepreneur.

**Academic Curriculum**

**BASIC**
Flexible course-based credit system | Designed Curriculum | Online Projects | Guest lectures by eminent experts | Industrial Visits to MNC's | Seminars Career Guidance Management events | Group Discussions | Placement | Training & Development programs for placements | Coaching for Public service/Banking sector exams CSR Program through NGO's | Member ships in professional bodies like NIPM, HRD Case studies

**INTERNATIONAL**
Basic curriculum | International internship | Training programs | Online Projects | Guest lecture on live Topics in the Market | Conferences | Carrier forums Certificate courses in account/marketing/HR, CMA/SAP | Foreign languages | Stipendiary projects | Case studies.

**SPECIALIZATION**
- Marketing
- Supply Chain
- Construction
- Advertising
- Finance
- Logistics
- Event Management
- HR
- Branding
- Retailing
- Hospitality
- Banking & Insurance

**B.Com** (Bangalore University)
The Bachelor of Commerce focuses on the factors that drive economic behaviour at both an individual and organisational level. The course will equip you with the analytical, communication, and problem-solving skills to effectively identify issues, source information, and find efficient and practical solutions. The course has been tailored in consultation with representatives from leading organisations, ensuring you graduate with an industry-relevant degree.

**BBM** (Bangalore University)
The Bachelor of Business Management (BBM) programme aims at developing well-rounded students who are schooled in a diverse range of subject areas. Students will master the fundamentals of business management and leadership, and in the process, gain insights into the major areas of global business.
About Nagarjuna Vidyaniketan (NVN)

Nagarjuna Vidyanikethan (NVN) is a place where children have the opportunity to discover their talents and are free to explore and enjoy learning. The school is affiliated to CBSE, New Delhi up to the Senior Secondary level (10+2). Our children are encouraged to think independently and connect to real life situations. The mission of NVN is to nurture each child, help them develop their potential and ensure that they have a joyful learning experience.

NVN is envisioned as a chain of professionally managed schools that understand the demands of a 21st century education. NVN promotes a learning environment that develops the cognitive as well as the aesthetic and affective mind. The vital link between theory and relevance is effectively established in our curriculum. It is our belief that Indus students will evolve into 21st century learners with strong analytical skills, people skills, foresight and creativity. Students will evolve into 21st century learners with strong analytical skills, people skills, foresight and creativity.

Features

Experienced Faculty | 100% Results since inception | State of the Art Infrastructure | Specially Designed Course for Industry | Hi-tech Computer lab | Huge library with high volumes | Guest Lectures | Class room discussions | Projects & Assignments | Soft skills training program | Personnel Grooming | Carrier Counselling | Exclusive focus on cultural & sports activities

Hostel Facility

NGI offers hostel facility for students at campus surroundings. We provide ultra modern residential facilities for our students with all its advanced features which are an agricultural delight in the state. High quality living, personal care and environmental hygiene are well taken care of at our hostels.